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Abstract: Determining the mode of transportation of an individual is one of important elements of contextual information for understanding human behavior. In particular, we focus on distinguishing diﬀerent types of motorized
transport such as train, bus, and subway. Moreover, we also classify a specific name of line of the transport type which
a user rode on. Our approach uses location histories of an individual from its Call Detail Records(CDRs) and GIS information of routes for public transportation published by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism
of Japan. Instead of referring to GPS-enabled location histories, we resort to more energy eﬃcient sensing resources,
such like a series of cell tower signals from CDRs. As a key contribution of this work, we proposed an automated
method to generate an alignment of cell towers for a specific transportation route using unsupervised machine learning
techniques. By utilizing CDRs which have been stored for a running operation of mobile networks, we succeeded to
accurately detect a mode of transportation without consuming extra energy for its purpose on a mobile phone.
Keywords: Analysis of Human behaviors, GIS, Call Detail Records.

1. Introduction
Comprehending citizen’s moving behaviors are the same
meaning as grasping a blood circulation of a city. A utilization of
analyzing results of its behaviors enables us to reconstruct a new
city that can tolerate disasters like the Great East Japan Earthquake. Since determining the mode of transportation is one of important elements for understanding a human behavior, there have
been a lots of research to estimate human activities and moving
means using several sensors on a mobile phone. Mobile phones
have become a pervasive technology with users carrying them at
almost all times. The ubiquity of these platforms has transformed
mobile phones into one of the main sensors of human behavior.
However, conventional works utilizing sensors on a mobile phone
might not be suitable for large-scale and sustainable data collection for analysis of human behavior. As issues of the conventional
works, they should be installed a specific application to analyze
a user’s activities. Moreover the application also wastes energy
of the user’s mobile phone on unintended sensing processings for
the user. Though participatory sensing is one of hopeful solutions, cooperative users have been limited yet.
To cope with the problem, In recent years, call detail records
(CDR) have been paid attention. In fact, every time a subscriber
makes or receives a phone call, or an SMS, or an MMS, information regarding the interaction as well as the geolocation of the
user (in the location of the cell tower used for the communica1
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tion) is logged for billing purposes. CDRs have been recorded
automatically and routinely without a user’s intentional operation
since some of social application on mobile phones keep periodically sending keep alive messages[1][2] to a server. By making eﬀective use of CDRs, it is possible to permanently and cyclopaedically analyze behavior of people. There are several researches[3] about an analysis of human mobilities using CDRs.
And a few of works have tried to estimate the mode of the transpotation using CDRs. Our approach uses location histories of
an individual from its CDRs and GIS information of routes for
public transportation published by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism of Japan. Instead of referring
to GPS-enabled location histories, we resort to more energy efficient sensing resources, such like a series of cell tower signals.
In a conventional work[12] using cell tower sequences to detect
the mode of the transportation, it used a participatory sensing approach to collect the cell tower sequences for a specific route.
However, the approach spoils the advantage of CDRs in the view
of scalability. Therefore, we create approximative training data
set from huge call logs that we have managed. And we proposed
an automated method to generate an alignment of cell towers for
a specific transportation route utilizing the approximative training data set. Finally, our proposed system can estimate a specific
name of transport line which a user rode on by sequence matching between cell tower sequences of a user and pre-learned cell
tower sequences for each route. Our validation results show that
it is possible to classify the mode of transportation from call detail records with a high degree of accuracy, and as a result our
technique is a cost-eﬀective solution to complement traditional
approaches.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
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scribes related works and contributions of this work. Section 3
represents a system desgin of our proposed methods. Section 4
and 5 expresses an experiment and evaluation. We summarizes
this paper at Section 6 and 7 as future works and conclusion.

2. Related Works
2.1 Human Mobility Analysis using CDRs
Every mobile phone leaves digital location traces while interacting with its infrastructure. Thus, each mobile phone can be
seen as a mobile sensor that allows one to detect the geographic
location of the subscriber holder. Operators of mobile networks
are aware of the potential of such data and they have recently
started to experiment with new business models in which they
would generate revenues not only from their final customers (mobile phone users) but also from upstream customers such as traﬃc
analysis. Massive datasets about mobile phone users have been
utilized in a variety of urban-related applications, including understanding mobility patterns[4][5][6], the use of urban spaces
[7], travel demand during special events [8], social network structure [9], and geographical distribution of mobile communications
[10]. We also have started analyzing call logs[11] which we obtained a permission of the utilization from individual users to improve quality of our mobile networks.
2.2 Detection of Transportation Mode
There have been a lots of conventional researches to estimate
the transportation mode[12-20]. For applications that use location
information, some one use GIS or a map of transit topology information. As mentioned by Stenneth et. al. [13], trying to classify
between public transportation and car utilizing just accelerometer data has limitations in accuracy. Given that result and the easy
availability of GPS on mobile phones, they use location and GIS
information. However, the application utilizes real-time transportatin information which is not as widely available as static
data about routes and time schedules. Hemminki et. al. [16] discusses an approach using only accelerometers for distinguishing
diﬀerent modalities while testing the system across a few cities.
In contrast to other work using accelerometer only, they obtain
impressive results around 80% recall and precision since they focus on periods of vehicle acceleration and deceleration. However,
they had reduced accuracies for modalities like subways in cities
where their classifier was not trained. They also had a harder time
diﬀerentiating between subways and train in general which look
similar from accelerometer features.
Zhou et. al. [12] which is similar to our proposed method use
accelerometer, audio and cell tower sequences to identify whether
the user is on transit or car, which mostly works for bus detection.
The apporach is power eﬃcient as it uses cell tower sequences
rather than GPS, however, training is required for all routes that
the person takes making deployment harder in new places or for
new routes. In contrast with [12] approach, our proposed method
has not required training using participatory sensing. We learn
cell tower sequences for all routes using large-scale CDRs before detecting mode of transportation. Our contribution in this
research area is that we show the first answer against how to create accurate cell tower sequences from CDRs.
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Fig. 1

An architecture of our proposed system

Table 0 Distance between Cell Tower-A and Cell Tower-B

ID
0001
0001
0001
0002
0002
0003

CellTower-A
LAT
LNG
37.21 139.21
37.21 139.21
37.21 139.21
37.22 139.22
37.22 139.22
37.23 139.23

ID
0002
0003
0004
0003
0004
0004

CellTower-B
LAT
LNG
37.22 139.22
37.23 139.23
37.24 139.24
37.23 139.23
37.24 139.24
37.24 139.24

Distance
1.43km
2.86km
4.29km
1.43km
2.86km
1.43km

3. System Design
In this section, we describe the main system components of the
system design. We represent the challenges in the design and implementation, and present several techniques to cope with them.
3.1 System Overview
Figure 1 shows the architecture of our proposed system. In
the initialization of our proposed system, the system builds cell
tower alignments for each route of all public transportations using all user’s CDRs. After that, a querying user (upper right in
Figure 1) queries the mode of the transportation by sending the
request to our system. To return the result of the query, there are
3 main system components in our system.
1. Pre-processing of CDRs Before building and matching cell
tower sequences, it is necessary to extract location information from CDRs that are recorded only when a person is
moving. Our system is available to divide location logs from
CDRs into move status and stay status.
2. Building Cell Tower Alignments The system extracts logs
of locations which are recorded when a person uses a route
of a public transportation using data features such like a velocity, a sampling rate. By using only identifications of cell
towers of extracted logs, we build a specific cell tower alignments.
3. Cell Tower Alignments Matching The system calculate a
similarity between a order of cell towers in logs of a user
and each cell tower alignments in a database. The route of
the highest value of similarity scores indicates most matched
the transport that a user rode.
In the following sections, we describe detail functions of each
component．
2
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Fig. 3

Fig. 2

An Example of extracting logs which are recorded when a person
rides line α

A sample of moving states estimation

3.2 Pre-processing of CDRs
In the previous work[21], we proposed dtection method for
moving states and staying points of a human behavior from
CDRs. The method extracts desired information from location information history, time stamps and the ordered list of cell towers
within which communication traﬃcs were handled of CDRs. Figure 2 shows a sample result of a moving states estimation based
on distances between two cell towers of Table 0. In case of Figure
2, No.7-9 are logs of moving states. we decide the states using
a distance and a time diﬀerence between the previous and next
logs.
3.3 Auto-Training Cell Tower Alignments from CDRs
3.3.1 Extracting Approximative Training Dataset
The system extracts logs of location which are recorded when
a person uses a route of a public transportation. Figure 3 shows
an example of extracting logs which are recorded when a person uses a line α. For accurate electing CDRs which a person
uses a route, we set four restrictions to extract logs in this paper. First condition is that a log of moving state keeps recording
5 consecutive times, since such logs are needed for learning successive cell tower sequences. Second, we utilize logs recorded
at when a person moves more than 50 km/h to exclude logs for
walk state. Third condition is that Logs that a distance to a geographical polyline of a route for a target public transportation is
within 300 m are 70% of extracted logs. As the final condition,
we utilize logs that the total length connecting logs is over 12 km
(5 stations in Chuo line at Tokyo). We extract logs to fulfill four
conditions mentioned for each public transport. We try to optimize parameters in four conditions as future work.
3.3.2 Building Cell Tower Alignments
In the next step, We calculate occupancies of cell tower IDs
within the specified range(500 m in this paper) of composition
point of a geographical polyline for the specific transport. The
cell tower id of most highest occupancy in a composition point
adds to the cell tower alignment of the specific transport as the
dominative cell tower. As the composition point 1 in Figure 4,
cell tower 0002 is the dominative cell tower for the composition
point 1. For next order of the cell tower alignment of the transport, cell tower 0003 is the dominative cell tower for the composition 2. Thus, we determine the cell tower alignment to elect
dominative cell towers for each composition point. From Figure
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Fig. 4

An Example of building the Cell Tower Alignment for line α

4, The cell tower alignment in line α is {0002, 0003, 0005, 0004,
0006}. We calculate cell tower alignments for all kinds of public
transports. And we store these alignments to our database.
3.4 Cell Tower Alignments Matching
The system calculate a similarity between a order of cell towers in a user’s logs and each cell tower alignments in the database.
The route of the highest value of similarity scores indicates most
matched the transport that a user rode.
In practical usage, the sequence matching problem becomes
more complicated due to the varying celltower signal strength.
Recall that for each sub-route we record the top-3 celltower IDs
instead of the connected cell tower ID in the Building Cell Tower
Alignments period. In the matching process, we consequently
devise a top-k cell tower alignment matching mothod by modifying the Smith-Waterman algorithm [22] similar to [12]. SmithWaterman is a dynamic programming algorithm for performing
local sequence alignment. A user might utilize a public transport
in a part of the user’s total movement. At the cace, sequences
between Cell Tower Alignments in the database and order of cell
tower IDs in user’s practical logs share only a limited region of
similarity. This case is dealt with by so-called local alignment
in an algorithm due to Smith and Waterman. Local alignment
aims at identifying the best pair of regions, one from each sequence, such that the optimal (global) alignment of these two regions is the best possible. The decisive idea of Smith and Waterman was to oﬀer the maximization in each cell of the matrix a
fourth alternative: a zero to signify the beginning of a new alignment. After filling the dynamic programming matrix according
to this scheme, backtracking starts from the cell in the matrix that
contains the largest value. The Smith-Waterman Algorithm takes
time in O(n2 ). From the point of view of a longest path problem,
3
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Fig. 5

An Example of Cell Tower Alignments Matching

the algorithm introduces additional edges with weight zero in the
edit graph. The minimum score of the best alignment is zero, as
this is the score for the alignment between the empty cell tower
sequence of s and the empty cell tower sequence of t. The array
L(i, j) is initialized as Equation (1).
L(i, 0) = L(0, j) = 0, f or 1 ≤ i ≤ |s| and 1 ≤ j ≤ |t|

0
E(i, j)
L(i − 1, j − 1) + w(si , t j )

(2)

F(i, j)

where at
F(i, j) = max{ L(i − 1, j) + a, E(i, j − 1) + b }
F(i, j) = max{ L(i − 1, j) + a , F(i − 1, j) + b}
In this paper, a, b are 1.0, 1/3, respectively. Figure 5 shows
an example Cell Tower Alignments Matching using a local alignment algorithm.

4. Experiments
In our experiment, we built cell tower alignments for more than
100 routes of public transports in the urban area of Tokyo using 3,000 user’s CDRs during a month(Nov, 2014). On the other
hand, we collected both CDR and GPS which we got on the specific rail line(Chuo line and Yamanote Line) as obvious answer
data. We evaluate our proposed system from both performance
and accuracy aspects using that small answer data. The following
describes details of data set of 3,000 user’s CDRs to build cell
tower alignments and scenario of our experiments.
4.1 Data set for Building Cell Tower Alignments
Our proposed system learns cell tower sequences for all routes
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Mapping result of all location from CDRs of 3,000 volunteers

(1)

The other entries of the array are calculated analogously as in
the algorithm for a global alignment, but instead of three, there
are four possibilities. For the aﬃne linear gap penalty function
g(k) = a + b(k − 1), whereat 0 ≤ b ≤ a, this is shown as Equation
(2).











L(i, j) = max 










Fig. 6

using large-scale CDRs. To getting large-scale CDRs, KDDI
obtained a permission of the utilization of CDRs from individual 3,000 volunteers for the Research and Development project
of Technologies for the Utilization of Real-time Information on
Geospatial Platforms of Ministry of Internal Aﬀairs and Communications of Japan during 6 months from Oct, 2014 to March,
2015. Almost volunteers have been living or working within urban of Tokyo. Figure 6 shows a mapping result of all location
from CDRs of 3,000 volunteers.
After extracting approximative training dataset of Yamanote
line and Chuo line, we surveyed data communication probability
when a user get on a train. the result is shown in Figure 7. As you
well known, Yamanote line is a loop line in cetral of Tokyo. Chuo
line is one of main commuting line from the west of Tokyo to
downtown area. Although Two lines have certain diﬀerent functions, data communication frequency using mobile phone is quite
similar. The median of communication frequency for Yamanote
and Chuo line are 68.1 sec, 67.31 sec, respectiviry. According to
the work of Andrius et. al. [2], moile phones keep communicating automatically using some apps like Facebook, Google Oﬃcial
Apps and WhatsApp. the period of the automatically communicating might be approx. 70 sec.
4.2 Scenario for Collecting Small Answer Data
Since we should validate performance and accuracy of our built
cell tower alignmentswe, we collected both CDR and GPS which
we got on the specific rail line(Chuo line and Yamanote Line) as
obvious answer data. we developed an Google Android application to collect location from GPS and send ICMP message(for
recording a CDR to KDDI database) periodically to the Google
portal site. the sensing rate of the apps is 30 sec. the duration of
the experiment is from 11th to 22th Dec, 2014. Specified route
are Yamanote line(clockwise and counterclockwise) and Chuo
4
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Fig. 7

Data communication probability in Chuo line(left) and Yamanote line(right)

5.1 Performance
The propose system just utilizes cell tower sequences to classify the mode of transportation. therefore, we guess our system
is faster than other location-based methods in the aspect of the
processing time of classification. The naive approach uses a traditional map matching algorithm which finds a road network segment that distance between a point of location is minimum. the
approach is the same as processing at extracting approximative
training dataset. We compared processing time between the proposed method and the naive approach. Figure 10 shows results
of this evaluation. our approach process about two times faster
than the naive one. Since a user of Chuo line get on more longer
than Yamanote line, a processing time that a length of cell tower
sequence aﬀect is also long.

Fig. 9

An architecture of our proposed system

line(from Hachiouji to Tokyo and from Tokyo to Hachiouji). The
Number of trials for each route is three times. The total number
of cell tower sequeces to utilize evaluation is twelve(4 route pattern multiplied by 3 times). Figure 7 shows mapping result of
locations of small answer data.

5. Evaluation
Using both data set and small answer data mentioned previous
section, we evaluate our proposed system from both performance
and accuracy aspects.
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5.2 Accuracy
We also evaluate accuracy of detecting the mode of the transportation using our proposed system. Evaluation data is twelve
dataset by 4 route patterns. We just extract information of cell
tower sequences from the evaluation data. the accuracy of classification is 90.35%. Some of Yamanote line was mistook Keihin
Tohoku line or Tokaido line. And more, some of Chuo line was
misjuddged as Yamanote line between Tokyo and Kanda station.
On the other hand, we also evaluate a value of a similarity against
sampling rates of logs. From the result of Figure 11, we find
that a similarity value at the median value (70s) that mentioned in
section 4.1 is around 0.5. If people send data periodically in 70
second, our proposed system is able to detect accurate the mode
of the traspotation.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we create approximative training data set from
huge call logs that we have managed. And we proposed an automated method to generate an alignment of cell towers for a specific transportation route utilizing the approximative training data
set. Finally, our proposed system can estimate a specific name
of transport line which a user rode on by sequence matching between cell tower sequences of a user and pre-learned cell tower
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Fig. 8

An architecture of our proposed system
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